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PRODUCT CATALOG 
                   ——REFRIGERATED TRUCK 

 

 
 

 All-closed panel structure 

 Dual temperature, multi compartment 

 Specular outside and inside 

 Assemble simply 
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We are a professional supplier of 

refrigerated/insulated truck bodies and 

accessories in China. Dual temperature, multi 

compartment bodies are both available. Our 

insulated body is all-closed panel structure. It 

is very good at insulation, environmental 

protection, economizing on energy, high 

intensity, light mass, long service life, anti 

aging, anti changeful weather, acid corroding, 

no pollution, anti-oxidation. We adopt the 

free-Freon molding PU foam as the insulated sandwich material. The internal and external 

covering sheet adopts the high polymer compound material, which is molded one-off in 

the pressure machine. 

 

Each panel is self-governed original part. Each 

body includes one piece of side panel, one 

piece of front panel, one piece of rear panel, 

one piece of floor panel and a set of rear door 

kit. The original part is full long and full width 

without any seam. One panel is the complete 

insulated body is joined with strong effect 

adhesive, which insure the body the same firm 

as welded. Since it’s not joined with any screw, there is also no water leakage, air leakage, 

even part disassemble cause by metal fatigue, loosing or rust. Hence, its thermal 

conductivity can be lower than 0.025 w/m2•k. The rear door is firmed with stainless 

steel door frame, hinge and rubber gasket, which insure the body hermetic. 
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ACCESSORIES DETAILS 

provided free of charge 

together with insulated panel for refrigerated truck body 

 

1. rear door frame kit (后门框总成): hinge, lock gear kit, etc. (铰链、锁杠总成等附件) 

2. side door frame kit (侧板总成): hinge, lock gear kit, etc. (铰链、锁杠总成等附件) 

3. flume of rear door (后门水槽) 

4. flume of side door (侧门水槽) 

5. gasket of rear door (后门胶条) 

6. gasket of side door (侧门胶条) 

7. rubber bumper of rear door with bolt (后门防撞块含螺栓) 

8. rubber bumper of side door with bolt (侧门防撞块含螺栓) 

9. countersunk head screws (沉头螺钉) 

10. door holdback & bracket (门挂钩及挂钩座) 

11. blowdown valve (排污阀) 

12. ceiling light (顶灯) 

13. switch of light (灯开关) 

14. plastic wire-protected slot (护线槽) 

15. mushroom head break mandrel closed end blind rivet (封闭性圆头抽芯铆钉) 

16. flush head break mandrel closed end blind rivet (封闭性沉头酬薪铆钉) 

17. timber bolt (木螺栓) 

18. rubber plug (橡胶堵头) 

19. bolt for fixing body (厢体固定螺栓) 

20. double component white glue (双组分白胶) 

21. double component black glue (双组分黑胶) 

22. seal glue (单组分 PU 胶) 
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Our products can meet customers’ special 

requirements for refrigerated & insulated 

bodies, and can be delivered in CKD foam 

according to the foreign costumers’ demand in 

order to save the ocean freight charge and 

install in local area. We usually cover them with 

the plastic films to avoid damage. 

 

 

Both the inside and the outside of the body are 

very very smooth, bright white just like a glass. 

It mustn’t be spray-painted. So, if make 

advertisement design on it, the superexcellent 

effect is beat all and still new after long time. 

 

 

 

 

We provide professional ice cream body 

equipped eutectic system. Their function and 

efficiency is better than normal refrigeration 

unit. Given the duty which the vehicle has to 

perform we calculate the number of tubes 

required to maintain the required box 

temperature and select a condensing set 

capable of freezing the beams in the required 

time. 
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VEHICLES SHOW: 

 

 

     
            Insulated Truck                                Refrigerated Truck 

 

     

           Chickling Truck                                 Military Container 
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VEHICLES SHOW: 
 

 

     
             Ice Cream Truck               Emergency Mobile Telecommunication Truck 

 

     
             Refrigerated Trailer           Refrigerated Truck with Double Compartments 
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NOTICE FOR USE: 
 

1. Precool the goods in the cold room 

before putting the goods into the 

refrigerated truck body. 

The refrigerated transport equipment is 

just used to keep the inside temperature 

during delivering the goods. Please don’t 

use it to freeze. It’s difficult to get the 

suitable temperature to the goods. 

 

2. Cycle the cold air clearing among 

the goods.  

In order to keep the same temperature in 

the truck body, the goods must be paid 

great attention to stacking; especially, 

don’t stack the goods up to the roof, the entrance and exit hole of the air. 

 

3. Pay great attention when loading 

the vegetable and fruits.  

Because the vegetable and fruits will 

produce the breath heat, the temperature 

middle of the truck body will rise if the cold 

air can’t cycle clearly. As a result, the goods 

quality will be changed. Otherwise, the 

goods above will be frostbitten near to the 

exit hole of the cold air. So, please cover them with cotton cloth firstly. 
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NOTICE FOR USE: 

 

4. Load and unload the goods quickly.  

When the door is opened, the hot air will come 

into the truck body and the cold air will outflow, 

which will cause the rise of the inside 

temperature. Please shut off the refrigeration 

unit at the same time. 

 

5. Keep the inside truck body clean.  

If the salt, fattiness clings on the wall panel or 

the door gasket, not only it is clean, but also it 

will corrode the truck body and shorten its 

service life. 

 

6. Check the refrigeration units termly. 

We suggest checking the truck-engine driven 

refrigeration unit every year and the 

self-powered refrigeration unit every half year. 


